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Abstract. This paper presents FOOPS!, a web service designed to assess the compliance of vocabularies or ontologies against the FAIR principles. FOOPS! performs a total of 24 different checks from the four FAIR
dimensions, reflecting the best practices and latest community discussions to adapt FAIR to semantic artefacts. The web service not only
detect best practices according to each principle, but also offers an explanation of why a particular principle fails, and helpful suggestions to
overcome common issues.
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Introduction

The Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable (FAIR) data principles [6]
have become increasingly relevant in the context of research data management
and reproducibility; being a main subject of discussion and adoption in community initiatives such as the Research Data Alliance, FORCE 11 and the European
Open Science Cloud. As a result, the FAIR principles have been adapted to other
research artifacts, such as software,1 and semantic resources such as ontologies.2
In order to help researchers adopt best practices around FAIR, the scientific community has developed self-assessment tools and validators that help
researchers assess the FAIRness of their resources. These are typically targeted
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towards research data, such as AmIFAIR [7],3 F-UJI,4 or fair-checker,5 with
some recent additions for research software (e.g., howfairis6 ). However, there is
no FAIR validator specifically targeted towards ontologies.
In this demo we present FOOPS!, an ontology pitfall scanner for the FAIR
principles. FOOPS! works for both OWL and SKOS vocabularies, and distinguishes itself from existing services such as Vapour7 (focused on the quality of
the content negotiation of resources) and OOPS! [3] (focused on common pitfalls
on the ontology itself); to provide a comprehensive overview of how a vocabulary
complies with current FAIR best practices for ontologies [4, 2].
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FOOPS! features

FOOPS! is a web service and application that takes as input an OWL ontology
or SKOS thesauri and runs 24 different checks distributed across the FAIR dimensions. These checks are based on the best practices and recommendations in
[1], [4], [2], and can be summarized as follows:
– Findable (9 checks): the service assesses whether the ontology URI is persistent, resolvable, has a resolvable version IRI, and whether that IRI is unique
for that version. FOOPS! will also assess if minimum descriptive metadata
is included (e.g., title, description, etc.) and whether the ontology prefix and
namespace can be found in external registries, i.e., prefix.cc8 and LOV [5].9
– Accessible (3 checks): FOOPS! will assess whether the ontology has proper
content negotiation (with at least one RDF serialization and HTML), and
whether the URI protocol is open.
– Interoperable (3 checks): these checks focus on finding whether the vocabulary includes references to pre-existing vocabularies in their metadata
annotations, classes, properties or data properties.
– Reusable (9 checks): the service verifies whether a human-readable documentation is available, whether provenance metadata, license and detailed
vocabulary metadata exist; and whether the ontology terms are properly
described with labels and definitions.
FOOPS! does not penalize missing metadata that may not be found in the
first release of a vocabulary (e.g., prior version, contributor, backward compatibility), although we detect its absence and recommend its inclusion if appropriate. Since the decision of which metadata is required is still under discussion by
the community, we have included the set of terms defined in [1].
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Fig. 1: Overview of the results after examining an ontology in FOOPS!

A final score to represent FAIRness is calculated by adding individual check
scores and dividing it by the total number of checks (a score of 100% implies the
vocabulary complies with all FAIR principles). Since some checks may perform
more than a single evaluation task (e.g., inspect the label of all ontology terms),
all check scores are normalized to avoid biasing the overall result. The resultant
score is an indicator, we leave out of the scope of our demo deciding on whether
a vocabulary is FAIR or not based on such score.
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Demonstration

The demo will showcase the FOOPS! service and web user interface with different
vocabularies and ontologies. Figure 1 shows an overview of the results returned
by FOOPS! when loading an example ontology. The service returns an HTML
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page with its URI, title and license (if found in the ontology metadata); and
provides an aggregated score and a radar chart with a score for each dimension.
The rest of the website shows detailed information about each individual check,
grouped by dimension and by related principle.
As depicted in Figure 1, for each check the website depicts: 1) its identifier
and short title; 2) its score in the target ontology; 3) a brief description of
what the check does; 4) an explanation of the score returned and suggestions
for improvement; and 5) if applicable, the URIs of the resources affected by that
check (e.g., elements with a missing label or description).
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Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has briefly presented the FOOPS! validator service for checking the
FAIRness of ontologies and vocabularies. Next steps for improvement include
the ability to download the generated report so that it can be linked in the
ontology documentation, expanding the list of external supported registries (e.g.,
to include BioPortal,10 among others); and improving our current suggestions
with actionable guidelines to address some of the issues found, like automatically
suggesting prefixes in popular prefix registries.
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